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Fighting the DEEP STATE

June  2017

Although I have diligently referenced (often with original source material) every claim I have made, many trolls 
will still find fault. However, at the very minimum patterns of deception are impossible to dispute.

What if I were to tell you that your government, your congress, most of media and most of the institutions that 
you rely upon for Justice and Free Speech are systemically corrupt  and have committed some of the most 1

heinous crimes imaginable. 

In the United States people are placed in prison for stealing food to eat while we invade Iraq, kill hundreds of 
thousands if not millions of civilians and lose thousands of our soldiers based on false claims. Not only do we 
not apologize for these wrongful deaths we then support the brutal assassination of Gaddafi in Libya, leave his 
country in total turmoil (which is not reported by Mainstream Media [MSM]) and then move on to Syria where 
we kill thoursands more and create millions of refugees. This is all done in the name of fighting terrorism which 
was often created by our own government in the first place.

Another measure of the depths of this sickness is pedophilia which many our world leaders engage in 
regularly.  As time goes on even a corrupt MSM will no longer be able to keep these degenerate activities 2

hidden from view.

Let’s be clear, without terrorism there is no Homeland Securty, the MIC (Military Industrial Complex) gets 
reduced by trillions every year, there is no US war machine, no more invasions and no death economy. And 
without pedophilia many of our criminal leaders would not be controlled minions in this sick system.

Awareness, critical thinking and conscious living are the way to peace and brotherhood in my mind. So I am 
reaching out to you to pass this article on to friends and associates.

I know that this effort will likely be intercepted by the spooks in The CIA, NSA and the Deep State and the dark 
forces at Google, YouTube, Facebook and Amazon who are worth billions and who also have their minions  
looking to eliminate any flickers of light that might illuminate their greed. After all they are members of the new 
elite — the new guard — the new establishment. David Rickefeller is dead as is Brzezinski,  Kissenger is on 
his last leg. The CIA just awarded Jeff Bezos owner of the Washington Post and Amazon a 600 million contract  
— could it be more obvious.

 Newly-Declassified Documents Show that CIA Worked Closely with Owners and Journalists with Many of the Largest Media 1

Outlets :http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2017-02-28/newly-declassified-documents-show-senior-cia-agent-and-deputy-director-
directorate-i

 Hiding In Plain Sight: The Global Pedophile Ring Exposed: http://www.trueactivist.com/hiding-in-plain-sight-the-global-pedophile-2

ring-exposed/

http://www.trueactivist.com/hiding-in-plain-sight-the-global-pedophile-ring-exposed/
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2017-02-28/newly-declassified-documents-show-senior-cia-agent-and-deputy-director-directorate-i
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Then of course we have the editors in MSM who have so orchestrated your perceptions and who have so 
engineered your publc opinion that even trivial shopping reports — played on local TV channels — are often 
entirely scripted. 
https://youtu.be/TM8L7bdwVaA

You must wake up America, you must see you are being duped and manipulated by a very depraved group of 
sick preditors from Club Elite. They always are protecting “your best interests” as they commit your sons and 
daughters to wars in places you cannot see and for reasons that are not true. They protect themselves with 
unseen laws that they write and then control your perceptions and your public opinions with a world view that 
has been bought and paid for.

We should have known when Bill Clinton looked directly into the TV camera and said:
https://youtu.be/VBe_guezGGc

He then gave the green light for media consolidation which now threatens free speech, freedom of choice and 
net neutraity when he authorized the Telecommunications Act of 1996. He followed this action up by 
eliminating the Glass Steigal Act which gave the banks the right to gamble with your savings accounts. This led 
to “Too Big To Fail ” banks and  $trillion dollar banking bailouts by Obama another player in this production.

We should have known when Hillary looked into the camera and said:
https://youtu.be/FmIRYvJQeHM

Not surprisingly the death and destruction that now characterize Libya following the brutal assassination of 
Gaddafi is typical of every Middle Eastern country that the United States has interfered with or invaded.  The 3

only benefactor of these atrocities is Israel who has seen one enemy after another get neutralized by the 
United States and this “manufactured War on Terror.” By any measure this war has been criminally 
exaggerated by the government and MSM. It is as in need of an investigation as is the ridiculous version of 
9/11 that started Homeland Security and endless war.

The data below primarily comes from a 2016 report by the National Safety Council and the National Center for 
Health Statistics' final 2013 report on causes of death in the US, which was released in February 2016 (and is 
the most current).  The data suggest the typical American is:4

• 6 times more likely to die from a shark attack (one of the rarest forms of death on Earth)         
• 260 times more likely to be struck and killed by lightning         
• 4,700 times more likely to die in an airplane or spaceship accident         
• 129,000 times more likely to die in a gun assault         
• 407,000 times more likely to die in a motor vehicle incident         
• 6.9 million times more likely to die from cancer or heart disease         

We should have known when a UN study produced in 1995 found that 500,000 children had died due to 
sanctions imposed on Iraq by Bill Clinton. When our ambassador to the United Nations Madeleine Albright was 
asked about this by Leslie Stahl  she replied as follows: 
https://youtu.be/cEtdw7Z04QQ

You and I know better but we continue to go along with MSM and the government’s murder of civilians in Syria 
and remain willfully blind to Palestinian genocide in Israel. Why is this do you think?
___________________

 Hillary Clinton and the Brutal Murder of Gaddafi: http://www.counterpunch.org/2016/10/21/hillary-clinton-and-the-brutal-murder-of-3

qaddafi/

 How likely are foreign terrorists to kill Americans? The odds may surprise you: http://www.businessinsider.com/death-risk-4

statistics-terrorism-disease-accidents-2017-1

http://www.counterpunch.org/2016/10/21/hillary-clinton-and-the-brutal-murder-of-qaddafi/
https://youtu.be/TM8L7bdwVaA
https://youtu.be/VBe_guezGGc
https://youtu.be/FmIRYvJQeHM
http://shop.nsc.org/Injury-Facts-2016-Book-P874.aspx
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/nvsr/nvsr64/nvsr64_02.pdf
https://youtu.be/cEtdw7Z04QQ
http://www.businessinsider.com/death-risk-statistics-terrorism-disease-accidents-2017-1
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IMO (in my opinion) humanity’s lack of focus, reasoning, questioning, challenge and consciousness are being 
directly engineered by Mainstream Media in collusion with the Deep State. Lies and deceptions are 
masquerading as the truth in this Orwellian upside down world. We are the targets of a huge disinformation 
campaign that has been going on for years.  From George Soros (a multi billionaire hedge fund manager) and 5

his paid provocateurs, his manipulated progressives and his orchestrated woman’s movements to government 
manufactured terrorism and crisis actors. It is all theatre designed to give the unwashed masses the illusion of 
free opinion, free choice and protection. 

Even though I did not vote for Trump (I voted for Jill Stein), initially I was very encouraged.  He questioned 
what the public was being told about the collapse of the Twin Towers on 9/11.   “My God”, I said to myself, “a 6

presidential truther, pinch me,  I must be dreaming.” He enacted a governmental hiring freeze, he talked about 
term limits and restrictions on lobbying, he withdrew from the TPP and is now questioning NAFTA . He 
questioned vaccine safety and he called out Obama for vetoing JASTA (Justice Against Sponsors of Terrorism 
Act)   which would give 9/11 victims families the right to sue. Fortunately this veto was overturned and now 7

eight hundred  9/11 victim’s families are suing Saudi Arabia.  8

But the most important thing Trump did IMO was to call Mainstream Media scum. He dared to challenge 
government and media institutions that most Americans already know are systemically corrupt. He pulled back 
the curtain on MSM and revealed a fraudulent CIA, NSA, a very questionable FBI and the Deep State directing 
traffic from the shadows.  In the shadowlands just the word pedophillia  causes hysteria in the corridors of 9

power around the world. It was wonderful watching all these spineless, sick, gasbags hopping around on one 
foot trying to pull their pants up. It may have been a brief moment but I still smile every-time I recall this image.

“The Deep State and MSM will bury this guy,” I thought — and sure enough they did. Trump now appears to be 
back where he belongs doing the Zionist boogie. Within days of saying that the USA should not be involved in 
regime change he launched 59 cruise missiles at Syria. These actions were based on alleged chemical attacks  
by Assad which have been challeneged by Dennis Kucinich, Ron Paul and  Tulsi Gabbard, among hundreds 
of others. None of that mattered. Club Elite knows that peace means less wealth, less power so it was time for 
less truth. Fire away!

Think about it, if you make bullets and you have become unbelievably wealthy from people killing each other 
and then peace breaks out, you are out of business.  Former CIA Agent Robert David Steele claimed that this 
chemical attack was a false flag event funded by Israel and Saudi Arabia. 10

 CIA Admits to Congress the Agency Uses Mainstream Media to Distribute Disinformation: 1975 Video : http://5

www.globalresearch.ca/1975-video-cia-admits-to-congress-the-agency-uses-mainstream-media-to-distribute-disinformation/5424860

 Donald Trump on 9/11 "BOMBS EXPLODED SIMULTANEOUSLY” : https://youtu.be/Ig82nOhg-E86

 Trump slams Obama for ‘shameful’ 9/11 bill veto : http://thehill.com/blogs/ballot-box/presidential-races/297558-trump-rips-obama-7

for-shameful-9-11-veto

  Families of Hundreds of 9/11 Victims Sue Government of Saudi Arabia : http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2017/03/8

families-9-11-victims-sue-government-of-saudi-arabia.html

 An Internet pedophile ring with up to 70,000 members — thought to be the world's largest —has been uncovered by police, a 9

security official said Wednesday. :http://www.nbcnews.com/id/42108748/ns/us_news-crime_and_courts/t/massive-online-pedophile-
ring-busted-cops/#.WR4ynhiZOHo

 Former CIA official Robert Steele: False Flag in Syria was funded by the Saudis and Israelis : http://www.veteranstoday.com/10

2017/05/07/former-cia-robert-steele-false-flag-in-syria-was-funded-by-the-saudis-and-israelis/

https://youtu.be/Ig82nOhg-E8
http://www.nbcnews.com/id/42108748/ns/us_news-crime_and_courts/t/massive-online-pedophile-ring-busted-cops/#.WR4ynhiZOHo
http://www.globalresearch.ca/1975-video-cia-admits-to-congress-the-agency-uses-mainstream-media-to-distribute-disinformation/5424860
http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2017/03/families-9-11-victims-sue-government-of-saudi-arabia.html
http://thehill.com/blogs/ballot-box/presidential-races/297558-trump-rips-obama-for-shameful-9-11-veto
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2017/05/07/former-cia-robert-steele-false-flag-in-syria-was-funded-by-the-saudis-and-israelis/
https://youtu.be/Cq1DKoln8WQ
https://youtu.be/LULzvg1gA5U
https://youtu.be/TSD4tpNazlk
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Speaking of Saudi Arabia, in 2016 Trump encouraged  9/11 victims to sue them with the passage of the JASTA 
(Justice Against Sponsors of Terrorism Act) and now he accepts the largest military contract EVER from Saudi 
Arabia. In exchange for this multibillion dollar weapons sale the Saudis expect Trump to undo JASTA. In fact 
9/11 families are now fearful that Trump will do exactly that.11

This would be laughable if it were not so tragic. MSM plants seeds of fear in the public with many “false flag” 
terrorist events and then they feed on it — your insecurity and your apathy. Overnight multibillion dollar 
organizations like Homeland Security sprang from 9/11 along with never ending terrorists wars. Yet the facts 
and links to our government, the Israelis and the Saudis are never fully explored. In fact they seem to be 
intentionally unexplored and kept secret. Sixteen years after-the-fact and the only version of 9/11 that is 
allowed to be discussed in public is the government version which to any thinking person is a huge pile of 
dung.

Where do you go to get answers for your unanswered questions?  Where else? “The MSM” — which is owned 
and controlled by the very same crime families which promoted the false narratives to begin with. You have 
learned to rely upon scripted, engineered and heavily manipulated information or lack thereof from the Ministry 
of Propaganda — MSM — as your source for news coverage. You construct your beliefs based on omissions, 
innuendo and outright lies produced by MSM who are paid by the elites to cover up their crimes, sanitize and 
justify one military engagement after another. “But this year”, your tell yourself, “things will be different.”

IMO change comes down to you and I. Forget all these bozos — they do what they are told and always will.  
Once in a great while Washington’s paid minions will throw a bone to the public to shut us up. Last year it was 
net neutrality, this year it was Bernie Sanders. When things quiet down the same pigs are right back at the 
trough. This year net neutrality again is being seriously threatened.   And right on queue Bernie holds up 12

criminal Hillary’s hand at the Democratic Convention when instructed to do so.

It is now our turn! You and I must  take responsibility for a world that we have enabled in the past and one that 
we will shape in the future. Not them — you and I.  I am done pointing my finger at the bad guys. There will 
always be psychopaths dominating the poor, exploiting the weak and attempting to steal from the masses. 

We still own our minds, we can reason and we still have the freedom to choose what it is, we believe in. We 
also have a vast, free and independent information platform available to us — at least for now. The window is 
still open for some independent thought and action.  But beware! Your mind and the internet are both under 
siege. Club Elite is petrified of the internet. They are always watching, always scheming, always implementing 
ways to control this technology. NEVER let your guard down.

Fake news is MSM’s latest attempt to control the public narrative. They want no other viewpoint but their own. 
The internet is being attacked from within government by the FCC,  the corporate ISP’s  (former phone 
companies) along with Amazon, Google, Facebook and Youtube who have all engaged in outright 
censorship.   For additional background on this internet charade  watch John Oliver’s hilarious depiction 13 14

of the  obvious deception that is being orchestrated by our current FCC chairman, former lawyer for Verizon — 
Ajit Pai.15

 Saudis gave the U.S. $360b in deals. Now they want Trump to rescind 9/11 lawsuit law. : http://www.mcclatchydc.com/news/11

politics-government/white-house/article152029102.html

  Trump’s FCC Chair Just Threatened To Abolish The Open Internet, Resistance Soars : http://politicaldig.com/fcc-chair-just-12

threatened-to-abolish-the-open-internet-resistance-soars/

 Facebook, Google, social media sites ‘actively’ censor Christian content: https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/facebook-google-13

social-media-sites-actively-censor-christian-content-study

 YouTube Has Quietly Begun "Censoring" Journalists Who Criticize Government :http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-09-15/14

youtube-has-quietly-begun-censoring-journalists-who-criticize-government

  Ajit Pai, F.C.C. Chairman, Moves to Roll Back Telecom Rules : https://www.nytimes.com/2017/04/19/technology/ajit-pai-fcc-15

telecom-deregulation.html?_r=0

http://www.mcclatchydc.com/news/politics-government/white-house/article152029102.html
https://youtu.be/92vuuZt7wak
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/04/19/technology/ajit-pai-fcc-telecom-deregulation.html?_r=0
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-09-15/youtube-has-quietly-begun-censoring-journalists-who-criticize-government
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/facebook-google-social-media-sites-actively-censor-christian-content-study
http://politicaldig.com/fcc-chair-just-threatened-to-abolish-the-open-internet-resistance-soars/
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Ignorance and apathy go hand in hand with fear and insecurity in this engineered world of insanity. IMO 
nothing more typifies our world than the pending merger between Bayer and Monsanto. Monsanto’s savagery  
is legendary. If you need a refresher watch my video, Monsanto Baseball. 

Bayer Aspirin however is the Apple Pie and the Snow White of the pharmaceutical industry. The public has no 
idea that Fritz ter Meer, a convicted Nazi war criminal was on their board or that Bayer was a spin off of I G 
Farben a German chemical conglomerate that manufactured the gas used to exterminate the Jews in WWII or 
that aids tainted blood was knowingly distributed by Bayer to hemophiliacs in Africa.  This merger is evil 16
squared. Get a grip America!! This is the world that your apathy has wrought. These guys totally control the the 
White House, the US congress and the FDA .  17

This is the real world not the world of illusion that is being fed to you by Club Elite and their minions in 
Washington and MSM. Remember your ignorance — your apathy —your willful blindness is not just affecting 
you alone. You have allowed my air, my climate, my food, my medicines, my economy, my government, my 
family and my earth, to become lethally compromised because you want to live in your bubble of make believe. 
Take responsibility for your inactions, your avoidance, your apathy. Stop feeding these monsters.

But how will you ever beat them you ask? 
These whack jobs now own the world, what can you do?

It is very easy — stop feeding the monster 
And he will stop devouring the world 

And eventually he’ll starve

How do you starve these bloated pukes?

 Bayer AG: Corporate Crimes :https://corporatewatch.org/company-profiles/bayer-ag-corporate-crimes16

 Monsanto Controls both the White House and the US Congress : http://www.globalresearch.ca/monsanto-controls-both-the-17

white-house-and-the-us-congress/5336422

https://corporatewatch.org/company-profiles/bayer-ag-corporate-crimes
https://youtu.be/KHkd95PmS0I
http://www.globalresearch.ca/monsanto-controls-both-the-white-house-and-the-us-congress/5336422
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First Think Critically,  demand facts, evidence and source material -- real non-disputable proof, not some paid 
expert's or spokesperson's or undefined government official or some think tank’s word for it. They lie for money 
and  job security on a routine basis. Look for facts and evidence — ask the hard questions, challenge the 
authorities for proof. 

Your beliefs are shaped by your perceptions which are actively being engineered by the MSM.  You must be 
vigilant and suspect — demand facts and evidence and look for corroborating sources. Thinking critically will 
place the news narrative in the hands of the news sources that possess the best facts and the best evidence. 
Be paranoid! Assume that media from anywhere begins with a lie and that the truth must then be proven.

Let’s take domestic terrorism as an example:
 
Ask yourself — who was killed in these terrorist attacks? Where is the proof of life? Where are the public 
records that prove these individuals existed  before the attack — their grade-school, high-school and college 
records, the yearbooks and the photos? Were they hospitalized during this attack? Where are the hospital 
records and the insurance claims? Who are the family members (brothers and sisters, aunts, uncles and 
cousins)? Has anyone spoken with them? How were these human losses verified? Who signed the death 
certificates? Where are they and where are the burial records and the graves? Has an autopsy ever been 
asked for? If this information is now classified — by whose authority, why and when? 

And when the attacks and the deaths are real the terrorists are already known by the authorities — always.  18

The authorities know yet choose to do nothing. Why is that do you think?

I know this all sounds morbid and if the MSM is telling you the truth they should not balk at being challenged to 
prove it. Terrorism is just an example where critical thinking and critical questioning almost never occurs. By 
the way, if these attacks were fabricated, wouldn’t you want to know? 

MSM spends billions covering things up and has become very effective at controlling public opinion. Their 
diversionary tactics are extremely well constructed. Decide for yourself. Read what the MIT professor  has to 19

say about Assad’s alleged use of chemical weapons and compare it with this recent NY Times article.  Decide 20

for yourself. 

IMO the empire is collapsing, despite MSM, the Deep State, the MIC, the banks and the oil cartels best efforts, 
the public is tiring of constant war, fear, death and conflict. However, Club members are dependent on a steady 
diet of death, destruction and human suffering to survive. The last thing they want is a public aware enough to 
challenge the lies coming out of the MSM. Club Elite has learned to spin gold from death and suffering. This is 
why Amazon, Google, Facebook, YouTube and other billionaires are now actively censoring the internet to 
keep this awareness from the public. 

Don’t believe me? Go to Google type in Censorship and follow it with any of these words: Amazon, Google, 
Facebook and Youtube, for example:  Censorship Google.  It is in these companys’ financial interests as well 
as George Soros’ and several other billionaires for the public not to know what is going on. 

 Google query “terrorist was already known to authorities : https://www.google.com/18

#q=terrorist+known+to+authorities&newwindow=1&start=10

 MIT Weapons Expert: Latest Chemical Attack in Syria was Staged : http://freedomoutpost.com/mit-weapons-expert-latest-19

chemical-attack-in-syria-was-staged/

  The Grim Logic Behind Syria’s Chemical Weapons Attack : https://www.nytimes.com/2017/04/06/world/middleeast/syria-bashar-20

al-assad-russia-sarin-attack.html?_r=0

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/04/06/world/middleeast/syria-bashar-al-assad-russia-sarin-attack.html?_r=0
http://freedomoutpost.com/mit-weapons-expert-latest-chemical-attack-in-syria-was-staged/
https://www.google.com/#q=terrorist+known+to+authorities&newwindow=1&start=10
https://www.google.com/#newwindow=1&q=censorship+google
http://www.apple.com
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ProporNot.com is the latest tool to be used by MSM to control alternative points of view.  It was initiated by 
the Washington Post. It is shameless blacklisting, a return to McCarthyism.  The Washington Post is owned 21

by Jeff Bezos who also owns Amazon. He practiced censorship when he eliminated links from Amazon to 
WikiLeaks.  This company also recently received a $600 million contract from the CIA.  Life in the US now 22 23

reads like some cheap, slut-ridden spy novel, one that you likely would throw away. “No one  would ever 
believe such bullshit”, you would say.

To have a chance at the truth one must be exposed to a diversity of opinions — not just one side. Don’t you 
see? MSM is just one side. If your country, your environment and all of humanity is at risk, don’t you think you 
have an obligation to hear both sides of the story? 

Yes the psychopaths own a lot of the responsibility for the suffering in this world but there will always be an 
elite with no integrity. The rich have been exploiting the poor since the beginning of time. Presently they count 
on MSM to control your opinions, your apathy for not getting involved and your predilection to avoid conflict. 
You have been perfect slaves — consequently Club Elite now owns just about everything.

Thanks to Bill Clinton most of media is now owned and controlled by six multi billion dollar media 
conglomerates.  There is almost NO place one can go for news that is not directly being produced or filtered 24

by billionaires. Even the PBS News Hour was sponsored by Chevron Oil until 2011.  It paid PBS $2 million 25

per year to sponsor the News Hour. Think this is some anomaly? Think again.  The amount of money going 26

in to controlling the news narrative is absolutely staggering. 

Key to this false narrative is an illusionary two party system. This hypocrisy is probably best represented by 
Bernie Sanders — Bernie was the progressive Democrat’s hope for change. But underneath it all, he always 
dances when the right strings are pulled.

Did you feel the Burn? I sure did — Hillary stole delegates from Bernie from several primaries, was part of the 
Clinton Crime Syndicate whose foundation stole millions from the public, suppressed the Benghazi email 
investigation, she killed Gaddafi for MIC and continued membership in Club Elite.  Not surprisingly the horrors 
that she created in Yemen remain hidden from the public, just like in Iraq, Syria, Pakistan and Afghanistan by 
our cutting edge journalism and balanced news reporting that so characterizes our award winning media 
coverage.  Bernie knew all of these facts, yet he held up Hillary’s hand when instructed.  27

 Washington Post' 'Blacklist' Story Is Shameful, Disgusting - Rolling Stone : http://www.rollingstone.com/politics/features/21

washington-post-blacklist-story-is-shameful-disgusting-w452543

 Amazon Bows To US Censorship Pressure: Refuses To Host Wikileaks : https://www.techdirt.com/articles/22

20101201/12255912081/amazon-bows-to-us-censorship-pressure-refuses-to-host-wikileaks.shtml

 Jeff Bezos, Amazon, Washington Post and the CIA : http://www.wnd.com/2017/06/jeff-bezos-amazon-washington-post-and-the-23

cia/#sJ8DVvLyTkVHPkQy.99

 These 6 Corporations Control 90% Of The Media In America : http://www.businessinsider.com/these-6-corporations-control-90-24

of-the-media-in-america-2012-6

  Chevron pulling sponsorship of 'PBS NewsHour’ : http://www.sfgate.com/business/article/Chevron-pulling-sponsorship-of-PBS-25

NewsHour-2323961.php

 Don't Let the Koch Brothers Buy Off PBS : http://petitions.moveon.org/workingfamilies/sign/dont-let-the-koch-brothers-226

 Millions of Yemenis face hunger during Ramadan : http://www.aljazeera.com/video/news/2017/05/millions-yemenis-starving-27

ramadan-170529080752822.html

http://www.wnd.com/2017/06/jeff-bezos-amazon-washington-post-and-the-cia/#sJ8DVvLyTkVHPkQy.99
https://www.techdirt.com/articles/20101201/12255912081/amazon-bows-to-us-censorship-pressure-refuses-to-host-wikileaks.shtml
http://www.businessinsider.com/these-6-corporations-control-90-of-the-media-in-america-2012-6
http://www.rollingstone.com/politics/features/washington-post-blacklist-story-is-shameful-disgusting-w452543
http://www.aljazeera.com/video/news/2017/05/millions-yemenis-starving-ramadan-170529080752822.html
http://petitions.moveon.org/workingfamilies/sign/dont-let-the-koch-brothers-2
http://www.sfgate.com/business/article/Chevron-pulling-sponsorship-of-PBS-NewsHour-2323961.php
http://ProporNot.com
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Bernie is a Jew yet he has gone along with blacklisting, McCarthyism and censorship. He also goes along with 
this myth that Israel is protecting itself from home made rockets and Palestinian children throwing rocks at 
tanks. 

Look at the numbers, look at the map, this is not coexistence, this is not defending yourself —this is slaughter
— this is genocide.  Israel’s history is fraught with lies and atrocities.  These lies and cover-ups are fully 28 29

supported by the United States and the MSM, for as we all know Israel possesses no nuclear weapons and is 
just defending itself from those warring Palestinians. 

Katrina Vanden Heuvel is editor and publisher of the Nation Magazine which is known as a progressive and left 
leaning publication. She is a trust fund baby who will not disclose her net worth. She is a member of the 
Council on Foreign Relations an organization considered to be one of the most powerful on earth and which 
has pledged the media to secrecy by its members which reaads like who’s who of government media and 
commerce.  It perpetuates a vision of world domination.  The fact that Dick Cheney was ever its director 30 31

should be all you need to know.

BUT…what The Club did not count on was… the internet. It is the great leveler. It allows individuals like me to 
compete on the basis of content not wealth. But do not kid yourself, MSM is fully aware of this reality and has 
targeted the internet big time. The last thing they want is a level playing field. Their latest tactics include fake 
news, blacklisting and censorship.

IMO if the public can shift the news narrative away from MSM there is hope for saving the planet and fighting 
power with truth. But do not count these predatory bottom feeders out. The worst among them rely on a daily 
diet of death, fear, suffering, pedophilia and conflict. The best among them perpetuate this myth of a working 
two party system and a MSM that is trust worthy and independent.

My research clearly reveals a world comprised of aware and unaware people.  The unaware have allowed an 
Iron Curtain of secrecy and control to be erected. Behind the curtain be you a conservative, progressive, 
Democrat or Republican, you are not allowed to speak or write about unanswered questions related to 9/11,  
manufactured terrorism, a fraudulent two party system, or a privatized banking systems that are never audited 
and whose owners are kept a state secret. Behind the curtain mysterious deaths and assassinations occur, 
whistle blowers are arrested not encouraged and a gestapo-like police force protects the rich and harasses 
and even kills the poor. Constant war from the military, constant lies from MSM and constant fear is fed to the  
public. IMO the head of this snake is one party, the money party which took over this country when the Federal 
Reserve Act became law in 1913. 32

 Palestine Loss of Land  :  https://www.google.com/search?28

q=palestine+and+israeli+map&tbm=isch&imgil=qqpMB3lSywFV_M%253A%253BFlMBnIt6Kna3wM%253Bhttp%25253A%25252F%2
5252Fwww.catholicsforisrael.com%25252Farticles%25252Fisrael-today%25252F188-israel-palestine-when-the-map-
lies&source=iu&pf=m&fir=qqpMB3lSywFV_M%253A%252CFlMBnIt6Kna3wM%252C_&usg=__5m5dPc-
ro9GukXfOfe63s33ne1k%3D&biw=1441&bih=815&ved=0ahUKEwjNqYCd1NbTAhUh6IMKHWD5DoAQyjcINQ&ei=slYLWc2ICqHQjwT
g8ruACA#imgrc=vCngkPz-Vk73CM:

 Infamy at Sea: Israel’s Attack on the USS Liberty 50 Years Later : http://www.counterpunch.org/2017/06/02/infamy-at-sea-29

israels-attack-on-the-uss-liberty-50-years-later/

 Members of the Council on Foreign Relations and the Trilateral Commission dominate key positions in America's 30

government, military, industries, media outlets and educational foundations and institutions : http://www.apfn.org/apfn/cfr-
members.htm

 The Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) and The New World Order : http://www.conspiracyarchive.com/2013/12/21/the-council-31

on-foreign-relations-cfr-and-the-new-world-order/

 Century of Enslavement: The History of The Federal Reserve : https://www.corbettreport.com/federalreserve32

https://www.corbettreport.com/federalreserve
http://www.apfn.org/apfn/cfr-members.htm
http://www.conspiracyarchive.com/2013/12/21/the-council-on-foreign-relations-cfr-and-the-new-world-order/
http://www.counterpunch.org/2017/06/02/infamy-at-sea-israels-attack-on-the-uss-liberty-50-years-later/
https://www.google.com/search?q=palestine+and+israeli+map&tbm=isch&imgil=qqpMB3lSywFV_M%253A%253BFlMBnIt6Kna3wM%253Bhttp%25253A%25252F%25252Fwww.catholicsforisrael.com%25252Farticles%25252Fisrael-today%25252F188-israel-palestine-when-the-map-lies&source=iu&pf=m&fir=qqpMB3lSywFV_M%253A%252CFlMBnIt6Kna3wM%252C_&usg=__5m5dPc-ro9GukXfOfe63s33ne1k%3D&biw=1441&bih=815&ved=0ahUKEwjNqYCd1NbTAhUh6IMKHWD5DoAQyjcINQ&ei=slYLWc2ICqHQjwTg8ruACA#imgrc=vCngkPz-Vk73CM:
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Whether you are KATRINA VANDEN HEUVEL or you are DICK CHENEY himself (a known neocon, the 
principle architect of conflicts in the Middle East and a former director of the CFR) you will never lift up the 
Curtain —  you will never seriously discuss 9/11, terrorism and the illusion of two party politics. You are a loyal 
a servant of the Council on Foreign Relatons, an organization founded by billionaire David Rockefeller himself 
an unabashed banking supremacist  and a controlling member of Club Elite.  33 34

If you are a Main-Streeter however, you are far more likely to use the internet as a source of news as there is 
no price of admission and it truly still is people based. Independent researchers like myself are welcomed and 
there is no restricted speech. Things like  9/11, terrorism and the illusion of a two part system are topics that 
are all open for discussion. Here, one’s popularity is based on the quality of the content and the evidence,not 
glitz and theater.The internet is a place where free speech is just that. 

Now close your eyes  
— take a moment —  

and imagine these headlines 

The Price of Oil faces drastic reduction — as Peace Breaks Out in Syria. 
Food prices come down — as the threat of peace eliminates fear in Iran. 

Interest is eliminated — as World Banking Fraud is exposed. 

Amnesty International reports war atrocities down, 
 freedoms up, as War Criminals face prosecution. 

Thousands of women and children are freed — as pedophiles are arrested. 

I hope I have had convinced you to think critically. The revolution is between your ears. MSM wants to own that 
space along with your perceptions of world events. The opinions and beliefs that you then construct will 
conform to the policies that they want to implement or have already - like Trump’s cruise missiles. Chris 
Hedges calls it The Empire of Illusion as humanity returns to the Dark Ages of kings and serfs. If you think 
critically you will see almost instantly that you are being duped. 

You must maintain ownership of that precious neural real estate between your ears. You must Think Critically, 
demand facts and evidence while always askng yourself — who benefits from these actions? 

Thinking for your self is the first step. Form your own opinions based on solid multi-sourced evidence not 
someone’s word. Valuing yourself is the next step. How do you starve the beast? Follow these two steps 
(Think Critically and Live Consciously) and you will remove yourself from the menu. 

The second thing you can do is to Live Consciously. This will be released soon.

–––––––––––––––––––––––
Chris Pratt is the founder and CEO of the Awareness Initiative. He has been an activist since 2008. His 
YouTube channel of his films and videos (deceptionsUSA) has received over 300,000 views. His research, 
opinions and articles (including this one) are reprinted on his website TheReluctantActivist.Org.

 David Rockefeller: Unashamed Predatory Globalist : http://www.informationliberation.com/?id=1818833

 The Elite Conspiracy by Robert Gayland Ross jr:  https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/sociopol_globalelite24.htm34
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